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HID range extended
The RFID Shop now offers HID Brick Tags [698930, 698932, 698934]
HID Brick Tags are tiny, highly resilient tags.

They are perfect for RFID applications that require discreet placement of
small, featherweight tags delivering reliable performance.

Brick Tag Ceramic units are optimized for placement on metal assets, such as
tools, weaponry and surgical instrumentation. The hard shells encasing these
tiny UHF transponders shield them from exposure to autoclave sterilization
and demanding industrial environments.
Please remember:

The RFID Shop offers tags at conveniently low order quantities for smaller projects
or for initial test applications. Large order quantities attract price reductions. Any
questions? Contact us: sales@rfip.eu

Our TSS range has grown
TSS have extended their range with two nifty evaluation kits:

The mURM UHF RFID Evaluation Kit and the mURM UHF RFID
Outdoor Evaluation Kit. Both kits contain the highly flexible TSS
mURM evaluation board. This board is an easily integrated, very
reliable small board with low power consumption. It gives our
customers the perfect, user-friendly start for developing customized
RFID solutions.

New LF reader modules by iDT
Following
ollowing the success of the iDT UHF reader modules, iDTRONIC have extended their range to
include LF modules with the same tiny form factor.
The LF M800, LF R820 and LF R830 are fast, efficient and secure RFID
Modules for the use and integration of RFID technology into our
customers’ OEM applications. They are designed to support tag standards
EM 4200, EM 4550 as well as NXP Hitag 1, Hitag 2 and H
Hitag S.
These compact single boards come with complete SDK and Windows
based testing software.

Back by popular demand:
Tagsys Ario Tags
Tagsys have decided to reissue their highly successful Ario Tag range with newly available
technology and the RFID Shop will be offering the new tags as soon as they are available.

Tagsys Ario Tags are rugged, highly resistant and very small HF tags. They
are specifically designed for industrial applications that require RFID tags
that can withstand harsh environmental conditions. They are robust enough
to be embedded, encapsulated, injected into, or affixed directly onto
products that are subjected to extreme processes.

Please remember:

The RFID Shop offers tags at conveniently low order quantities for smaller projects
or for initial test applications. Large order quantities attract price reductions. Any
questions? Contact us: sales@rfip.eu

We have a blog! Please come and visit us at http://rfipblog.wordpress.com/
://rfipblog.wordpress.com/
We are also on Twitter.. Please follow us to get the latest updates on new products
and special offers.
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